Influence of sympathetic tone on mechanical properties of muscular arteries in humans.
Although smooth muscle tone is a key determinant of mechanical properties of arteries in animal experiments, it has not yet been studied in humans because of technical limitations. To assess the influence of tone on arterial properties in humans and to emphasize the interest of calculation at specific stress, we used echo tracking and photoplethysmographic measurement of arterial pressure to study radial arterial mechanics during a cold pressor test (CPT) in 12 healthy volunteers (28 +/- 2 yr). During CPT, mean arterial pressure rose from 83 +/- 3 to 106 +/- 5 mmHg (P < 0.05), internal diameter decreased from 2.75 +/- 0.15 to 2.54 +/- 0.14 mm (P < 0.05), and wall thickness increased from 0.576 +/- 0.027 to 0.634 +/- 0.029 mm (P < 0.05). At a specific pressure (105 mmHg), midwall stress and incremental modulus decreased whereas arterial compliance increased. The incremental modulus of elasticity and compliance were fitted as functions of pressure and of midwall stress. CPT decreased the modulus about equally at all wall stresses measured. The modulus decreased and the compliance increased at every level of pressure measured. At all levels of midwall stress, the compliance was decreased. Thus acute sympathetic stimulation induced by CPT decreases the wall stiffness of human arteries in vivo. This may be explained by an unloading of stiffer wall components during active arterial constriction.